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The correlation between the directions of emission of particles emitted in succession by a 
nucleus with a large angular momentum is considered. Simple analytical expressions have 
been obtained for the angular correlation of two particles under the condition that the final 
nucleus remains in a state with a small angular momentum. The correlations between the 
directions of emission of a particle and of the fission fragments accompanying the particle 
emission are also considered. 

THE dependence of the nuclear level density on 
the angular momentum of the nucleus leads to an 
anisotropy in the angular distribution of particles 
emitted by a compound nucleus. 1- 3 A similar ef
fect leads to an anisotropy in the fission of the 
nucleus. WhAn two particles are emitted in suc
cession or when fission takes place after the 
emission of a particle, an angular correlation 
occurs between the direction of emission of the 
particles or between the direction of emission of 
the particles and the direction of the fragments. 
As distinct from the particle angular correlations, 
usually considered in nuclear physics when one 
has in mind transitions between strictly defined 
quantum states, individual levels of the nucleus 
are not allowed in statistical nuclear reactions, 
and the angular correlation of the particles, as 
well as the angular distribution, arises as a re
sult of averaging over a large number of nuclear 
states. The effects arising in this way can usually 
be given a classical interpretation (see references 
1 - 3 ) . In this connection, it is entirely natural to 
apply quasi-classical methods of calculation. 

ANGULAR CORRELATION OF PARTICLES 

We shall first consider the simple case of a 
cascade consisting of only two particles. The 
probability that a nucleus with an angular momen
tum j 1 emits the first particle in the direction n1 

and the second particle in the direction n2 ls 

and h are the angular momenta of the initial, inter
mediate, and final nuclei, respectively, and rfb~ 
and r f~t are the total decay widths of the initial 
and intermediate nuclei: 

and similarly for rf~~; r~0(j1) is the total width 
for the emission of particlJ p1 by the initial nu
cleus and r ~2 > (h) is the analogous quantity for 
the emission 2of particle p2 by the intermediate 
nucleus: 

r (J) (')- \dr0 > (. • • 1 ) p, }1 - ~ p 1 )1, )2, I, DJ • 

For drp1{ we can use the quasi-classical ex
pression 1-3 

dfb:l(j1, j2; h, n1) = C1 ( p<2l (j2)/ p<l) (j1)) T1 (h) 

X &3 (j1 - j2- h) & (1m) d3jzd3 lidQ~. 

In formula (3), 63(x) and 6 (x) are the three-

(2) 

(3) 

dimensional and one-dimensional 6-functions, re
spectively; T 1 (Z1 ) and T 2 ( Z2 ) are the barrier fac
tors for particles p1 and p2 ; p0 >, p< 2>, and p< 3> 
are the level densities of the initial, intermediate, 
and final nuclei. The explicit form of the depend
ence of these factors and the coefficients C1 and 
c2 on the energy will not be necessary for the dis
cussion below. 

Using (3), we obtain for the total partial width 
r<2><J· > 

P2 2 

(4) 

~\ df~1 ) (h. iz; h. nt) df(2) (h ia 1. nz) 
W (J 2) dQ dO.= ' ___ Pz ' ' ·• 

J, , 1 --- r<l) (. l r<2>(· l • 
• tot It tot Jz (1) The quantity rp?(h) is expressed in a similar way. 

where drpo (Jt, b 11, n1 ) is the partial width for Substitutin~ (3) and (4) into (1), we can represent 
the emissiJn of a particle p1 with orbital angular Wh ( 1, 2) m the form 

momentum 11 in the direction n1 by a nucleus with an w1 (I, 2) = 2~ 2 ~ ~ d3f1 dat2r~~> (h)r~:l (j2) p<2l (h -1 1) 

angular momentum Jt; drp<2> is the analogous quan- < • l 
• . 2 d . l j j ,~ <">(· I I) Tt(lt)T2(l2) &(I ) &(I ) (5) tity for the em1sswn of the secon partlc e; 1• 2• /, P" h- 1-- 2 N1 <hl N2 (I h- h ll 1n1 2n2 • 
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where y~1> (h) is the relative probability for the 
emission ~f particle p1 by a nucleus with an angu-
lar momentum j 1 : 

~~~)(h) = r~~) (jt)/ri~~ UI>· 

N1(h) and N2(h) in (5) are the normalizing 
factors: 

NI (ji) = 2~ ~ ~ d3Qid3liTI (LI) p<2> (h- II) 0 (IIni) 

= \ d"ZI TI (II) p(2) (ji - II). J It 

N2(h) is expressed in a similar way. 
As can be seen from (5), 

~ ~ W1, (I, 2) dQidQ2. 

(6) 

(7) 

(14) 

We shall consider the important special case in 
which one counter is located at a right angle to the 
beam and another is moved either in the plane of 
the beam or in a plane perpendicular to it. We de-
note by e1, e2, <P1, <P2 the angular coordinates of 
the directions n1 and n2, and by J.z, cpz, J.f, cpf 
the angular coordinates of the vectors Z1 and j1• 

Of course, J.j = !1r. We shall consider these spe
cial cases separately. 

1. Both counters are in the perpendicular plane 
( e1 = e2 = !1r ). After integrating in (5) over the 
directions of the vector 11, we obtain 

00 - -

= y(l) (ji) \ d3ZI Tt (/t) p<2) ~h- It) y<2) (fj _ If) 
p, ~ Zt Nt (It) p, 

W (I 2) = _2_ (I)(") lJjj)_ \ l1 dlt Tt(ltH1 +at x + a2x2 + ... ) , 
(8) J ' (21t)2 I }I NI (h)~ [li sin2 w -- (h n2) 2]'i• 

0 

represents the relative probability of emission of 
a pair of particles p1 and p2 by a nucleus with an 
angular momentum j 1· 

Generally speaking, the dependence of the inte
grand of (5) on the orientation of the momenta is 
determined if the dependence of the level density 
of the nucleus on the angular momentum is known. 
In the statistical theory of the nucleus 

p (j) = p0 (u) exp (- rJ-j2), (9) 

where a =no/22fT, 2f = 2AmR2/5 is the moment 
of inertia, and T is the temperature of the nucleus. 
For such a form of p (j ), we cannot integrate over 
11 and 12 in (5) in general form. 

We shall consider the important special case in 
which the nucleus remains in a state with small 
angular momentum after the emission of the sec
ond particle. Setting in (5) 

p<3) (ji- h - 12) = Po03 (h- II- l2), (10) 

we obtain 

WJ (I' 2) = 2~ ~~:) (ji) N-;1 (h) ~ d3ld ([ h - III) T I (LI) 

X o (hni) o (hn2- 1In2), (11) 

where 

Assuming that j » Z1, we expand the function 
f (h) into a series in the small quantity x 
= (11j1 )/ji: 

f (j2)::::::: f (ji) (I + aix + a2x2 + ... ). (12) 

The coefficients a1 and a2 are 
ai = 2a2ji- I + qi, 

a2 = 2a~ j~- f-- 2a2ji + q2 - qt + 2a2j~qi, (13) 

where q1 and q2 are determined from the equality 

x = cos (<Jli- w) sin <p/sin w, (15) 

where w is the angle between the counters ( w = <P1- <P2). 
Expression (15) should be integrated over all values 
of the angle 'Pj for which the expression in the de
nominator of the integrand is positive. The result 
is expressed in terms of elliptic integrals. In the 
limiting case of practical interest j » l, we obtain 

W. = _1_y(l) (J') y<2) (j) ( 1 +at- a. l2 sin2 w), 
' 16n2 p, p, 2 I• 

/2 = ~ f3TJ(l)dt/ ~ LTJ(l)dl. (16) 
0 0 

In the derivation of (16) we took for N1 (j) the 
approximate expression 

(X) 

NI (j)::::::: 4n p<2) (j) ~ lTI (l) dl. (17) 

We have discarded terms at least as small as Z4/j 4• 

Expression (16) should still be integrated over 
I j I. where we must take into account the probabil
ity of capture of an incident particle with an angular 
momentum j: 

co I co 
Wi (1, 2) = ~ j3 T; (j) dj ~ jT;(j) dj, 

0 0 

(18) 

where Ti ( j ) is the coefficient of absorption of an 
incident particle with angular momentum j. If the 
emission of the second recorded particle is a single 
or basic process, then 'Yp<2> = 1, and q1 = ~ = 0. 

2 -
In this case we obtain for W 

W (1, 2) ::::::: 1 + + a;Y2 [4- f- (a2j~)-I In (if/fi) 
(19) 

In the derivation of (19), Ti (j) was taken in the 
form 

T·(') = T(cl) (J.) = {1, i~h. 
'1 ' 0 . >. , I ]o (20) 
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For an idea as to the size of the correlation 
effect, we shall consider the specific reaction 
Cu (a, 2p) studied by Lassen and Sidorov. 4 For 
an a particle energy of "' 20 Mev and an energy 
of 6 - 9 Mev for the first proton, the intermediate 
nucleus can decay only by two modes: the emission 
of a sub-barrier proton with an energy of "' 1 - 2 
Mev or the radiation of a y quantum. For a 2 = 
0.05, which corresponds to the rigid-body moment 
of inertia of the intermediate nucleus, and for fi 
= 3-4 and j~ = 50, we obtain the value + 0.1 for 
the coefficient of sin2 w in (19). The magnitude 
and sign of the coefficient strongly depend on the 
relation between the parameters a 2Z2 and a 2j2. 

For a larger value of j~, for example, in the case 
of high-energy a particles, the coefficient drops 
to zero and then becomes negative. 

The measurement of the angular correlation 
between two protons in the perpendicular plane in 
the reaction Ni58 (a, 2p) ( Ea = 32 Mev) was car
ried out by Bodansky et al. 5 Their result corre
sponds to a value of approximately -0.15 for the 
coefficient of sin2 w. This value is in agreement 
with (19). It is assumed here that the reaction 
can be regarded as a transition of an excited nu
cleus produced by the capture of an a particle 
to the ground state or close to the ground state 
through the emission of two protons, which is not 
an obvious assumption. 

2. Counters and beam in the same plane. Two 
cases should be distinguished here: a) 82 = i1r, 
<I> 1 = <I> 2 = 0 or 1r and b) 81 = i1r. We shall first 
consider case a. Inserting (12) into the integral 
(11) and integrating over l and over the directions 
of the vector j, we obtain, in the same approxi
mation as in (19), 

W1 (1, 2) ~ ( 1 !16n3) r~1,l (j) r~l (j) ( 1 + (72 /2 j 2) 

X H- + a 1) cos2 01). (21) 

Apart from terms of order higher than Z4/j 4, the 
angular distribution of the first particle for a fixed 
direction of emission of the second is determined 
in this case by the single coefficient a1. 

Inserting in (21) the expression (13) for a1 and 
setting q1 = q2 = 0 in the latter, we obtain, after 
integration over j, 

W (1, 2) ~ 1 + [<X272- (fi!2j~) In (j0/l 0)] cos2 61. (22) 

As in the case of (19), the coefficient of cos2 81 
can change sign if the angular momentum of the 
compound nucleus changes. If the angular mo
mentum is large, so that a 2j 2 » 1, then the angu
lar distribution of the first particle does not de
pend on j if the direction of emission of the second 

is fixed at the angle 82 = i1r. This is in contrast to 
the usual angular distribution of particles in which 
the anisotropy equals ia~l2]2. 1 • 2 

We shall consider case b, in which 81 = 7r/2. 
Here, after integration over the directions of the 
vectors 1 and j, we obtain from (11) 

1 1(1) (i) f (j) f 
WI (1, 2) = 4n, p,jN {i) .) Wt,; IT1 (l) dl, 

0 

A (k) _ ~ X {K (k), k = l tg 6,/j <::;:; 1, 
- n k-1 K (k-1), k ~ 1, 

B k _~X {K(k)+E(k)-k-2[K(k)-£ (k)], 
( )- n k-l[K(k-1J+E(k-1J-k2(K(k-l)-E(k-l))], 

(23)* 
where K ( k) and E ( k) are the complete elliptic 
integrals of the first and second kinds, respec-
tively: "12 

K (k) = ~ (1 - k2 sin2 cp)-'l•dcp, 
0 

1t/2 

E (k) = ~ (1 - k2 sin2 cp)'l•dcp. 
0 

The function Wj,z( 1, 2) describes the angular 
correlation of the particles for fixed j and 1. The 
dependence of Wj,1 on the angle 82 is determined 
mainly by the factor 1/ sin 82, which results from 
the fact that for 11 « j, the orbital angular mo
mentum of the second particle has a direction 
close to j and, consequently, lies in the plane per
pendicular to the beam. The deviations of 12 from 
this plane, which are connected with the fact that 
the first particle carries away a certain angular 
momentum, lead to a deviation of the angular dis
tribution from 1/sin 82• These deviations are de
scribed by the factor in the brackets in the expres
sion for Wj,1· The function Wj,1 strongly depends 
on the angle in the small-angle region 82 ;;;. 11/j. 
At large angles, the deviations from 1/sin 82 are 
small ("' 1i /j2 ): 

W ~ sin-1 62 {1 + (l1/4j2) ctg2 62 + ... }. (24)t 

In (24), we have discarded terms of the order 1t X 

cot4 8dj4• 

It is natural to compare the angular distribution 
(23) of the second particle for a fixed direction of 
emission of the first particle with the angular dis
tribution of the second particle for the free emis
sion of the first. Normalized to unity for 82 = 8/2, 
this angular distribution is given by the expression 

*tg =tan. 
tctg =cot. 
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[sin-1 (llj sin 62)]/.sin-1 {l/j), (25) 

which is readily obtained from (11). Comparing 
(25) and (24), we find that, for 82 ~ Z/j, the angular 
distribution of the second particle, when the counter 
registering the first particle is connected, changes 
by the quantity 

~Wt.i = :2 sin-1 62 (f2/j2) ctg2 62. (26) 

It should be borne in mind that the distribution 
"'1/sin 82 is valid only with quasi-classical accu
racy in the region 82 ~ Z1 /j and is not at all valid 
for 82 ~ Z1/j. In this case, the effect of the angu
lar correlation can therefore be established only 
when the angular distribution of the second par
ticle, for a fixed direction of emission of the first 
particle (close to 81 = !1r), is compared with the 
angular distribution for free emission. This is 
the essential difference between this case and the 
two preceding cases, for which the result of the 
zero approximation-isotropy-is known exactly 
and the inexactness of the quasi-classical approx
imation leads to an unimportant error in the value 
of the coefficients. 

For a 1 = a2 = 0, one can obtain the following 
general expression for the angular correlation 
function Wj,z(l, 2 ), valid for any orientation of 
the counters relative to the beam and relative to 
each other [p(3)(j3 ) = Po63(j3 )]: 

W 2 . _1 fl {K(x), x=lsinr/isin0z~1. (27) 
i.t=-;tsm 2X x-lK(x-1), x:;;,1, 

where y is the angle between the counters. 
If for the barrier factor T 1 ( l) we use the clas

sical expression similar to (2), then expression 
(27) for Wj,Z can be integrated over l. As a re
sult, we obtain 

Wi(!, 2)lav 1 = sin-1 02 

{
x;;-1 E (x;;-1), Xo = lo sin r/i sin Oz,;;; 1, 

X x;;-2 [E (x0) -(1- x~) K(x0)], Xo > 1. (2B) 

Besides the correlation of two particles when 
the final nucleus remains in a state with a small 
angular momentum, as was considered above, 
other cases may also be of interest. In particu
lar, with the aid of (11), it is not difficult to calcu
late the angular correlation between two particles 
when, for example, the level density of the final 
nucleus as well as the initial and intermediate 
nuclei weakly depend on the angular momentum. 
This can happen if the excitation energy of the 
final nucleus is comparatively high and the angu
lar momentum of the initial nucleus is not very 
large. It is also easy to obtain the generalization 
of formula (5) to the case of a large number of 

particles in cascade. The probability of register
ing m particles in the directions n1, n2, ••• , nm is 

' ) 1 ('d3f d2[ miT (i) (') (i-'- ll"(' ) Wj,(!, ... ,m = (~n)"j I··· ~= 1 Yp1 }i P · J,+t 

i -1 

h=h- ~ lk. (29) 
k=i 

If the direction of emission of one of the par
ticles in the experiment is not registered, expres
sion (29) should be integrated over the angular 
variables of the corresponding particle. The angu
lar correlation in this case depends also on the 
parameters characterizing the emission of the 
unregistered particle. This circumstance causes 
the results of the angular correlation experiment 
to be less definite. If, however, the unobserved 
particle is light and the registered particles are 
heavy, for example, a particles, the correlation 
will be approximately the same as if only two 
particles were emitted. 

If identical particles are registered, the ex
pression for the angular correlation should be 
symmetrized in a suitable way. This may not be 
necessary, however, if the energy of the particles 
is also registered in the experiment. Since the 
probability of emission of a particle strongly de
pends on the particle energy and the excitation 
energy of the nucleus, it is often possible to es
tablish which particle is first and which is second. 
This applies, in particular, to the above-mentioned 
reaction4 Cu (a, 2p ) , where the second proton is a 
sub-barrier particle and consequently the proba
bility that a particle of such energy is emitted 
from the nucleus first is negligibly small. 

ANGULAR CORRELATION BETWEEN A PAR
TICLE AND FISSION FRAGMENTS 

Formally, this case of angular correlation can 
be regarded as a special case of the angular cor
relation of two particles. In formula (5), instead 
of the level density of the final nucleus p(3), we 
should insert the product of the level densities of 
the fragments and introduce the corresponding 
summation over the fragment spins. It will be 
more convenient, however, to conside-r first the 
distribution of the number of total spin states of 
the fragments S = j' + j". This distribution coin
cides formally with (9), where for the constant a 
we have 

a_ li2K~ = (I/~' + l!!f")T*, 

here !f', '!F, and T* are the moments of inertia 
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and temperature of the fragments. 6 Hence, to cal
culate the angular correlation between the particle 
and the fragments, one can use directly formula 
(5), where p(3)(j 3), Ja, and 12 are replaced by the 
distribution function p ( S), the vector S, and the 
orbital angular momentum of the fragments 1', re
spectively. The barrier factor Tf( l') can be set 
equal to unity, since the mass of the fragments is 
large and the classical limitation on the size of 
the angular momentum is not important, even 
when the energy of the nucleus is only slightly 
above the fission threshold. The integration over 
l' can then be carried out in general form. After 
integrating over l', we obtain 

(1) c) 
W1 (p, f) = (2!)• 1~1 (~:) ~ d3/1r?>(j2) p(2>-(j2) 6 (11n1) m (j 2nr). 

(30) 
where j 2 = h -11> and n1 and Of are the directions 
of emission of the particle and the fragments; yf2> 
is the relative probability of fission of the inter
mediate nucleus; the function 

m (hnr) = R. (j212K~) exp (- K212K~), K = hnr (31) 

is the projection of the angular momentum of the 
intermediate nucleus on the direction of fission. 
In (31) 

+1 

R.(z) = ~ e-zx'dx. 
-1 

Function (31) gives the distribution of the num
ber of cases of fission with a value K. The ex
pression given above for Kt corresponds to the 
assumption made in the derivation of (30) that the 
fission probability is determined by the statistical 
weight of the fragments. One may also assume 
that the probability of fission with a given value of 
I K I is determined by the statistical distribution 
of K in the transition nucleus for a deformation 
approximately corresponding to a saddle point. 
The distribution of K in this case coincides with 
(31), but the constant Kt is equal to T*-1 ( :fjj1 

- :r-.:e>-1, where ;r-11 and ;r-1 are the moments of 
inertia of the transition nucleus relative to the 
axis of symmetry and perpendicular to it, T* is 
the transition nucleus temperature (see also ref
erence 6). 

It should be kept in mind that, strictly speaking, 
the angular distribution of the fragments is deter
mined by the distribution of K at infinity. 7 Since 
the projection of the orbital angular momentum of 
the fragments on the direction of fission is equal 
to zero, the distribution of the projection K of the 
total angular momentum of the system j = 1' + S 
on the fission direction coincides with the distri-

bution of the resultant spin of the fragments on 
this direction. Thus, the problem is only whether 
the distribution of the projection of vector S is 
determined by the level density of the fragments 
or whether it coincides with the distribution of K 
in the "transition" nucleus. On the basis of the 
data available at the present time, one can con
clude that the second assumption corresponds 
more closely to reality, at least for fission close 
to the threshold and for low excitation of the ini
tial nucleus. From the formal point of view, the 
existence of these two different approaches is not 
important, since in both cases the distribution of 
K is given by the same expression, namely (31). 

If the angular momentum of the compound nu
cleus is sufficiently large, so that the inequality 

(32) 

is satisfied, expression (31) for N ( K) goes over 
into h6 (hnf), and (30) then formally coincides 
with (11). Hence all the expressions obtained above 
for the angular correlation of particles also de
scribe the correlation between the particle and the 
fragments for a nucleus with a sufficiently large 
angular momentum. An outward sign that condi
tion (32) is fulfilled is the closeness of the frag
ment angular distribution to 1/ sin 8f· 8 This 
usually occurs in the case of fission induced by 
the capture of heavy ions. The large angular mo
mentum of the compound nucleus formed upon 
capture of heavy particles also enhances the fis
sionability of the nucleus and, consequently, in
creases the probability that the nucleus undergoes 
fission immediately after the emission of the reg
istered particle. 

With the aid of formula (30), one can find an 
angular correlation between the particle and the 
fission fragments also when condition (32) is not 
fulfilled. We shall consider, in particular, the 
case in which 

lj/2K~ ~ 1. (33) 

The parameter j 2/2Kt can then have any value, but 
cannot be so large that inequality (33) is not ful
filled. Making the same approximation as in the 
derivation of (16), we write Wj (p, f) in the form 

00 

WJ (p, t) = (2!)3 r~1 > (j) r?> (j) m (jn1) ( 4:n: ~ ld!T (I) r1 

0 

x ~ d3 l T(l) <'l(lni) (1 + r (lj) + ... ) exp {(lnr) [2 (jn1) 

- lnrl12K~}. (34) 
where 

j = jJ, I= h; 
I + r (lj) + ... = G (j -- 1)/G (j), (35) 
G (j) = r?> (j) p(2> (j) k.-1 (j2/2K~). (36) 
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We shall consider the case in which the direction 
of emission of the particle and the direction of the 
fission fragments lie in a plane perpendicular to the 
beam. We expand the exponential factor in the inte
grand of formula (34) into a series and integrate 
over 1. After averaging over the directions of the 
vector J, we obtain 

wj (p, f) = (I/16n3) r~) (j) r}2) (j) exp (-z/2) lo (z/2) 

x { 1 - (P/4K~) sin2 wr + (l2j2/8K~) (1 + 2K~r) 
x [1 -/1 (z/2)//0 (z/2)] sin2 Wf + ... }, (37) 

where z = j 2/2Kij, I0 and I1 are Bessel functions of 
imaginary argument. Expression (37) should still 
be averaged over the quantity I j I with a weight 
jTi(j ). 

The coefficient r in (37) depends, generally 
speaking, on j. To determine r, we must use the 
explicit expressions for p< 2>(h) (9), R(z), and 
y<p(h). For YT· we can take the statistical ex
pression 

r?J (jz) = { 1 + r~2 J (j2)/r?l U2)} -r, 

r~2 J (h)lr}2l (j2) = (rn (0)/rr (0)) exp [(aa- a1) j~l R-1 (j~/2K~). 

Setting (38) 
p<2l (j2) ~ p<2l (j) (1 + 2a2 (1j) + ... ), 

R (j~/2K~) ~ R (j212K~) (1 - s (lj) + ... ), 
r)2l U2) ~ r?) (j) (1 - t (lj) + ... ) , 

we obtain 
r = 2a2 +s-t. 

The coefficient r is a quantity of the same order 
of smallness as 1/2Kij. The parameter }2/2Kij can 
be determined independently with the help of the 
anisotropy of the fragment angular distribution. 8 

Measurement of the angular correlation between 
the particle and the fragments permits one to ob
tain additional information concerning the orbital 

angular momentum of the particle and the depend
ence of the fission probability on the angular mo
mentum. 

We note that in formula (37) the dependence on 
the angle does not disappear for j = 0. This is 
connected with the fact that there is a known cor
relation between the directions of the two particles 
in a state with total angular momentum j = 0. The 
probability of the angle w is proportional to the 
square of the Legendre polynomial 

P7(cos w) ~ 1/sin w (39) 

for l » 1. This expression agrees with (16) if in 
the latter we set j = 0. The term in formula (37) 
not depending on j "trails along" with the corre
lation (39) and goes over into it for Z2/2Kij » 1. 
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